
Berin Art and Opera de Monte Carlo is proud to present a very special opera gala with 
soprano Anna Netrebko and tenor Yusif Eyvazov. On August, 23, for one night only,  two 
opera’s biggest stars will perform a recital concert accompanied by Pavel Nebolsin (piano). 
The concert will take place at an exclusive Opera Garnier Monte Carlo.

In this very extravagant atmosphere audience will be enjoying a dazzling mix of arias by 
Verdi, Puccini, Rachmaninov, Leoncavallo, Tchaikovsky, Tosti and many others. The world’s 
best opera voices will perform their favourite pieces which they have chosen for this unique 
and very special recital.    

Following the enormous  success earlier this year at Grimaldi Forum, this world-famous 
operatic couple will return to impress the residents and visitors of Cote d’Azur with an 
absolutely stunning opera gala. Their voices, as acclaimed by many critics, will merge  ideally 
one more time to create a very touching atmosphere and energy. 

Netrebko and Eyvazov are demanded and welcomed all over the world. Their schedule is 
extremely  busy for many years to come, and tickets are sold within minutes wherever they 
choose to perform. After the recent sold out opera gala at Royal Albert Hall in London critics 
wrote: “Netrebko’s voice is a marvel: simultaneously soft-edged and intensely centered, it 
swells with no perceptible effort until it’s suddenly there at full beam, flooding the room with 
radiance... Eyvazov has a nice bronzed tenor…”.
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Anna Netrebko has redefined the meaning of being an opera star. Today’s reigning prima 
donna, she routinely headlines major productions at leading opera houses across the globe 
and was the first classical musician to be chosen as one of Time Magazine’s most influential 
100 influential people. With her distinctively beautiful voice, abundant charisma, and arresting 
stage presence she makes an indelible impression with each of the roles she portrays. 

Yusif Eyvazov is a ‘People’s Artist of the Republic of Azerbaijan’ and one of the world’s 
leading tenors. He frequently appears at all the world’s leading opera houses, including the 
Metropolitan New York, Vienna Staatsoper, Paris Opera, Bolshoi, Mariinsky and many others.

Do not miss this once in a lifetime opportunity to see these operatic superstars performing 
at Opera Garnier Monte Carlo on August, 23. Tickets on sale from June, 12. 
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